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Abstract 
A core focus of the work that ActionAid, ICP and Asala undertake through the AMENCA2 program is women’s 
social and economic empowerment. The following case studies test the respective hypothesis that 

   increasing the income of vulnerable women contributes to greater social and 
economic empowerment,

and that 
  strengthened CBOs and NGOs serve communities to improve self-reliance 
and resilience; and drive social and economic change through a rights-based  
approach.

The case studies draw on data collected through interviews and focus group discussions. Prior to this, 
a desk review was undertaken to assess output-level results of the programme in order to select an  
appropriate sample of women borrowers, and CBOs, respectively. 

Results of the case studies demonstrated that the work undertaken by ActionAid, ICP and Asala serves to 
increase women’s empowerment in both the social and economic arenas. This includes the enhancement 
of women’s access and control over resources, opportunities to take control over decisions that affect their 
lives, ability to provide for their families and confidence in engaging with civil society. Furthermore, there were 
indications that the wider community’s perception of their female members has undergone a positive  
transformation in response to the women’s more empowered role.
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4      AMENCA2   Background

AMENCA2 in the oPt
Our work under AMENCA2 is undertaken in the  
Hebron governorate, large areas of which are  
classified as ‘Area C’ and therefore under Israeli 
civil and security administration. The communities  
that we work with are in remote areas, and often  
located near to the Separation Wall or Israeli  
settlements which further limit trade opportunities 
and mobility. These factors result in problems related 
to livelihoods, lack of education, training, recreation 
and movement outside communities, all of which 
disproportionately affect women and girls. In 2007, 
household income in the West bank decreased by 
81%1. Despite the necessity of providing for their 
families, women in Palestinian society are often  
unable to do so, due to the patriarchal and societal  
structure and the economic situation in Palestine.  

In the Palestinian context, a combination of  
discriminatory laws and social practices do not allow  
women to have easy or equal access or  
control over financial, property and land resources.  
Women are restricted from taking decisions over 
key aspects of their lives by discriminatory personal  
status laws and traditions which govern areas  
of marriage, divorce and child custody, and  
employment opportunities, which therefore increase  
women’s vulnerability to poverty2. Human Rights 
Watch pointed to the vacuum of human rights  
accountability in the oPt as leaving women  
without adequate protection and recourse to  
counter human rights violations3. 

Partners & Objectives
ActionAid Australia works with two implementing  
partners under the AMENCA2 program, the  
University of Bethlehem’s Institute of Community 
Partnership (ICP) and the Palestinian Business- 
woman’s Association, Asala. The two partners have 
distinct foci and approaches, and thus contribute  
to two different components of the AMENCA2  
program:

Asala’s focuses on Component 1 of AMENCA2 (“To 
improve women and girls access to recreational 
services; increase women’s livelihood opportuni-
ties, skills base and income levels”) through micro-
finance; 

ICP’s work tackles Component 2 (“To enhance 
governance, management and sustainability of 
fourteen CBOs to effectively respond to constituent 
priority needs”) through capacity building of Com-
munity Based Organisations (CBOs). 

Background

1  pwrdcps/site-files/Missing%20Human%20Capital.pdf accessed July 21 2011
2  Freedom House, Women’s Rights in the Middle East and North Africa 2010 - Palestine (Palestinian Authority and Israeli Oc-
cupied Territories), 3 March 2010, available at: http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/4b99011fb.html [accessed 21 February 
2012]
3  Lucy Mair, Human Rights Watch quoted in Stoparic, B (2005) ‘Palestinian Women’s Rights Lost in Power Shifts,’ in 
Women’s e-news http://www.womensenews.org/story/the-world/050405/palestinian-womens-rights-lost-power-shifts
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Introduction
Asala’s program under AMENCA II works to  
provide vulnerable women with access to micro  
finance, business support and knowledge, in order 
that women can develop sustainable livelihoods, 
and translate this economic empowerment into 
social empowerment and changed perceptions of  
women’s roles in communities. This work contributes 
to AMENCA II Program Outcome Statement 1: 

     Increased resilience and well-being through 
improved livelihoods and empowered  
households

This Outcome Statement assumes that increased 
income goes hand in hand with empowered house-
holds, and accordingly through this case study  
Asala is testing the hypothesis that 

 increasing income of vulnerable  
women contributes to greater social and 
economic empowerment

The following theory of change was applied to this 
case study: If vulnerable women are provided with 
access to microfinance in order to start or develop  
an income-generating project of their choice,  
supported with capacity building services from  
Asala, these women will become socially and  
economically empowered. This increase in women’s  
access to successful management of financial and 
non-financial resources builds a strong sense of  
ownership and control, and contributes to the  
increased resilience and wellbeing of their house-
holds.

Methodology
The sample chosen for this case was of women  
borrowers who have increased their income 
through Asala microfinance projects and who are  

classified as vulnerable. Through a desk review,  
Asala identified women clients who had taken at 
least one loan since the launching of AMENCA II, had  
re-paid at least one loan cycle in the last twelve 
months, and whose income has increased as a  
result. From this group, Asala identified seven  
women borrowers who met Asala’s definition of 
‘vulnerable’4. This definition includes households  
living under the poverty line, women-headed  
households, and takes into account number of  
dependent children, family members with disabilities,  
and geographic location (rural and remote  
areas with limited access to basic services are given 
priority)5. Four of the women had an average monthly 
income of USD 176 in income prior to taking their 
loan, and three had no income-generating projects 
and thus, no income at all6.  At the time of this study 
(May 2012), the 7 women reported an average of 
USD 706  monthly in income after their loan. 

Asala’s definition of women’s empowerment relates 
to the process by which those who have been de-
nied the ability to make strategic life choices acquire 
such ability7. The ability to exercise choice incorpo-
rates three interrelated dimensions: 

Resources - defined broadly to include not only 
access to, but also future claims to both material, 
human and social resources; 

Ownership - women themselves must be  
significant actors in the process of change;  
ownership encompasses the ability to take  
responsible strategic choices and decisions, feel-
ings of competence, independence, self-reliance 
and self-worth; 

Achievements – wellbeing outcomes, including 
social wellbeing and economic security. Choice in 
this context implies the possibility of alternatives,  
the ability to choose otherwise, and to be  
confident in that decision. 

These three dimensions were used in analysing the 
main findings from the case studies and in testing the 
validity of the case study hypothesis. 

“
”
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4  Specifically, Asala’s definition of ‘vulnerable’ means less than USD 5/day/family member; while ‘extremely vulnerable’   
    means less than USD 3.5/day/family member.
5  MicroFinanza Rating; March 2011, where Asala received a BBB+.  “Aspects of vulnerability are identified in clients’ social     
   profile in terms of gender composition, household size and dependency index substantially above the national  
   benchmarks“
6  Throughout the study, income refers to total profit, as in money that can be taken to the bank/saved. This is calculated  
   after paying all obligations, incl. the monthly repayment of the loan, project related utilities and expenses.
7  Kabeer, Naila. 2001. “Reflections on the Measurement of Women’s Empowerment.” In Discussing Women’s  
   Empowerment-Theory and Practice. Sida Studies No. 3. Novum. Grafiska AB: Stockholm. 
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Findings
Economic Empowerment

During the case study research, it became evident  
that the selected women and their income  
generating projects have enhanced women’s  
access to and control over resources, which directly  
supports the AMENCA2 Outcome statement that   
increased resilience and wellbeing improves  
livelihoods and empowers households. Women’s  
enhanced access to and control over resources  
were evident in the following forms: 

1)   Financial Services
The microfinance component in Asala’s services  
enables vulnerable women (deemed risky and  
unworthy of investment by conservative banks8 
and other financial providers), ensures inclusion 
of all women, and safeguards the right to access  
finance. Asala, hand-in-hand with the woman micro  
entrepreneur, conducts a feasibility study, and 
upon projecting the success of the proposed  
projects, has systems in place to facilitate and simplify  
access to loans (i.e. guarantors, extremely short 
review and approval period, etc.). Women attest to 
fair and reasonable loan sizes, repayment rates and 
terms, knowledge of their obligations, and simplicity 
of process9. A field office in the program’s location 
facilitates accessibility, and four of the interviewed 
women reported that they learned about Asala’s  
financial and non-financial services through word of 
mouth, while the remaining three learned about Asala  
from Asala’s awareness meetings10 in their own  
community. This reiterates the fact that Asala  
effectively reaches out to vulnerable, excluded and 
underserved women in their own communities; 
women who otherwise would not have access to 
or knowledge of available financial services.  The  
design of Asala’s financial program ensures that the 
process, access, terms and requirements needed to 
access finance are simple and attainable11. 

2)   Assets
The management and ownership of individual  
income generating projects made possible through 
micro-finance provided vulnerable women with the 
opportunity to access tangible assets.  Examples 
include purchase of livestock (cows, sheep and 
chicks), machinery and equipment (such as milking 
machines, drinking troughs), and production inputs 
(embroidery, construction of greenhouses). 

One woman had a few cows and was exhausted 
from milking them:  She took out a loan of USD 5000 
to buy a milking machine and three more cows.  
She began selling the cows’ milk to a dairy factory 
and used the profits to buy a truck for transporting  
the milk. She stated that, “they were taking a  
percentage of my fees to come and pick the milk up 
– and I don’t like being taken advantage of”.  She 
took out a second loan for USD 7,000 to buy more 
livestock and she now has 13 cows and 25 sheep.  
Aside from complete family sustenance of all dairy 
products and meat, she also sells over 1,000 kilos of 
milk per week to the diary factory. 

6      CASE 1   Economic and Social Empowerment

8  MicroFinanza Rating; March 2011, where Asala received a BBB+.  “Good financial inclusion effect: the bulk of recent 
   clients (94%) declare not to have had access to formal and semi-formal credit before joining the institution.”
9  ibid.  “Good explanation of the cost structure to clients (pre-sessions, good verbal explanations, detailed repayment 
    schedule).”
10 Asala conducts regular public awareness meetings in all AMENCA II areas and promotes its services by giving space to 
   successful borrowers to present their experiences to their peers, showing a short video documentary reflecting success 
   stories, distributing literature, and encouraging women to visit Asala’s field office, or arranging on-site visits to the 
   woman’s project.  
11 MicroFinanza Rating; March 2011, where Asala received a BBB+.  “Very good consistency of Asala product features to 
   the mission. The design of loan products/training services do not represent any barrier for the access of the most vulner
   able segment of the target group.” 

“They were taking  
a percentage of my 
fees to come and 
pick the milk up 
– and I don’t like 
being taken  
advantage of”
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3)   Information/Knowledge
Throughout the case study, it was evident that these 
loans enhanced women’s access to and acquisition 
of needed information and knowledge in starting out 
and expanding their projects. This was apparent in 
two tiers: 

The first was in terms of acquiring and practising 
new production and project management skills.  
Asala provides women with community-based 
peer training that is sector specific and delivered 
to small groups in order to facilitate participation,  
inclusion and real capacity building12. Trainings include   
Business Management, Marketing and Finance 
courses that are specifically designed for ‘micro’  
projects and with exercises, examples, and  
activities specific to agriculture, commerce,  
production, or services. In this particular case study, 
four of the selected women had developed skills in 
livestock and planting through training from Asala,  
issues that they had no knowledge of prior to  
taking the loan. When asked about Asala’s business  
development services, one woman said, “Of course I 
benefitted from business management training. I had 
no idea what I was doing. I know how to raise sheep, 
but I had no idea how to budget or keep books ... 
now it is clear ... I feel supported.”

The second was in terms of women’s increased  
access to market linkages. Prior to taking the loans, 
all interviewed cases had no direct contact with 
traders, wholesalers or other marketing channels. 
Through the loans and successful management 
of their projects, women readily came into direct  
contact with these traders, ensuring sustainable  
marketing channels for their products. A clear  
ability to exercise choice, make decisions, assume  
responsibility and plan was evident throughout,  
reflecting that the women significantly increased their 
sense of ownership and independence and were 
not reliant on a male family member to market their  
products, indicating self-sustainability.

4)   Ownership
It was also evident that the selected women  
demonstrated a strong sense of ownership; they 
are actors in the process of change, able to make  
strategic choices and decisions, and feel competent, 
independent, responsible and worthy. One woman  

used her first USD 3,000 loan to ‘buy out’ her  
partner, and her second USD 5,000 loan to purchase 
4,000 m2 worth of green houses. Later, with her 
profits, she and her husband bought a truck and they 
now travel together to the marketplace where she is 
well connected with the traders. She says, “Before 
the loan I felt drained and unfairly treated.  Look at 
me now! I feel more independent than any employee; 
I determine my own income and my own destiny”.  
This woman’s experience clearly demonstrates that 
access to financial services leads to economic and 
social empowerment.

Social Empowerment

Ownership, the ability to act and choose, and the 
overall feeling of empowerment surfaced for this 
case study in the following forms: 

1)  Decision-making (household and project level)
The majority of women interviewed reported an  
increased ability to participate in decision making 
at home and in family related issues, as well as is-
sues related to their own wellbeing. One woman 
states, “Before taking the loan, my husband would  
listen to my opinion but not necessarily take 
it. Now that I’m contributing to the household  
income he not only listens, but rather acts”. Another  
woman states, “I used to feel for my husband as 
the family expenses and life burdens were too much 
for him to handle, let alone me voicing a different 
opinion, but now he treats me like an equal in the 
house as I’m more of value and pay my share.”  
Moreover, in most interviews, women also  
reported their abilities to make decisions relating to 
farm/project management such as determining the 
types of crops to plant, time to sell, and who to sell 
their products to. One woman harvests and goes to 
the market with her husband, one sells her cows’ 
milk to a dairy factory, and one takes her milk, butter, 
ghee, and yoghurt to the market and uses the sheep 
skins to make rugs. This same woman opened a 
savings account, and made the decision to help her 
son launch his own business. She is also now using 
her savings to add a room to the family home and 
renovate the bathroom, and goes to the city to buy 
items for her personal needs.

12 Asala’s women borrowers always have access to a wide range of capacity building services relevant to their needs. Aside 
   from sector-based Business Management, Marketing and Finance, women can also participate in Skills Enhancement  
   Training; Gender Concepts Training; Economic and Social Rights Training; Hygiene, Quality Control, Packaging and 
   Labeling Training and Coaching; and Advocacy and Lobbying Training. Asala also provides agricultural projects with expert 
   consultancy field visits from agriculturalists and veterinarians, and all projects with one-on-one business counselling and 
   custom-tailored coaching.  These services are offered and made visible but delivered upon request (not mandatory).

“ I had no idea what 
I was doing. I know 
how to raise sheep, 
but I had no idea 
how to budget or 
keep books ...”



2)   Competence, satisfaction, confidence 
and commitment
The women are extremely proud of their  
accomplishments. One woman beamed with pride 
during the interview when she recalled how her 
husband applauded her in front of the family and 
acknowledged that none of what they saw would 
have been possible without her. One woman  
confidently remembers when her community  
berated her for taking a loan. “Now,” she says, 
“they are the same people who are following in 
my footsteps and have their own projects!” While  
increasing their income is one aspect, the women 
interviewed were passionate about telling their  
stories and proud to describe their means of  
addressing the challenges they faced in sustaining  
their projects (market related and cultural/ 
traditional barriers). They expressed great  
confidence in the quality and necessity of their 
products, their ability to manage and develop 
their businesses, and their ability to continue 
managing their business/project without receiving  
support from other family members. One woman 
said, “If you ask about me in the village, they will 
tell you about my quality products, my project, 
and what I was able to do.” While all women  
interviewed did note long and hard work, they  
insisted that physical efforts were of little concern to 
them and agreed that their own and their project’s  
economical sustainability were more important. 

3)   Independence and self reliance
The women interviewed repeatedly stated 
that their projects have largely contributed to  
reducing their reliance on their husbands or 
male family members. The majority reported 
greater economic independence and better  
participation in decision making related to  
household expenditures, partly due to their  
enhanced ability to control their income. Some 
women stated that they were better able to make 
decisions related to their own personal expenses 
and social obligations in their communities. One 
woman said, “I attend most of the social events in 
my village; I can afford to buy gifts and clothes that 
I need. I’m not at the mercy of anyone anymore. I 
buy the things I need when I want them.  I made 
something of my husband! I have my own savings 
bank account now as well.” 

4)   Appreciation and visibility
Most interviewed women reported that they feel a 
greater sense of appreciation from their husbands 
and extended families. In one case, the husband 
has come to play a bigger role in supporting  

the woman in her farm, while the children of  
another woman  were full of praise about how their  
mother’s economic activity has so improved the 
family’s status and internal relationships. In some 
cases women stated that their husbands are now 
taking a more active role in domestic work and  
caring for the children.

5)   Social well-being
In sole reference to increase of income as a  
result of managing and sustaining an income- 
generating project, all women in this case study 
noted feelings of increased self-worth, increased 
sense of ownership of the change process, a  
feeling of greater independence and self reliance,  
and overall happiness and optimism. One  
woman refers to Asala’s services like “lighting a 
candle in the dark” and goes on to say, “our house 
was not a house before, the stairs were in a bad 
condition and one would feel ashamed of living in 
such a dwelling, but we managed to turn it into a 
better home for all of us.” Further, women noted a  
greater ability to participate in and host social 
events, which do need a gift and hospitality budget 
and are oftentimes impossible to enjoy . 

Conclusion
The findings above indicate that the vulnerable 
women who were part of this case study sample  
have becoming increasingly empowered in both 
social and economic areas as a reults of the  
financial and non-financial services Asala provided.  
These services increased their income which, 
in turn, contributed to their social and economic  
empowerment. This was documented through 
testimonies of increased access to and control 
over resources, ownership, and achievement. 
Therefore, the hypothesis that increased income 
for vulnerable women contributes to greater social 
and economic empowerment has been validated, 
and this case study has shown that when income 
is increased women enjoy increased resilience 
and wellbeing through improved livelihoods and  
empowered households. 
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Introduction
ActionAid Australia’s AMENCA2 program seeks to  
address the root causes of rights denials in the  
Southern West Bank by building awareness and 
capacities for claiming rights and holding the duty  
bearers accountable through solidarity movements  
and initiatives. Community Based organizations 
are the  gateways to facilitate the change led 
by people’s action.  ActionAid and the Institute  
of Community Partnership (ICP) undertake  
capacity building of Community Based Organisations  
(CBOs) as part of their work under the second  
of AMENCA’s program-level Outcome Statements: 

  Strengthened CBOs and NGOs serve  
communities to improve self-reliance and  
resilience; and drive social and economic 
change through a rights - based approach

The capacity building activities have included  
strengthening of management systems, governance  
structures, accountability mechanisms and  
participatory planning and evaluation.

The overall goal of the project is to create  
a strong and dynamic civil society that complements 
and when necessary checks the power of the state.  
One of the key assumptions underpinning the project 
is that 

   Community Based Organisations that are  
able to involve and be responsive to  
communities will facilitate community led 
change and enable people to better appreci-
ate and claim their rights from governments.

Methodology
Following a desk review of pre-existing data, 
three CBOs were chosen as the sample for this 
case study: Sureef Rural Youth Enhancement  
Charitable Society, Al Fajer Cultural Centre (in the vil-
lage of Al Kom) and Sikka Women Forum Charitable  
Society. The CBOs were selected based on their 
proven capacity to use participatory techniques and 
be responsive to community needs. This selection 
would allow the case study to determine whether 
such practice led to community led positive change. 
Criteria for selection included use of accountability  
mechanisms; involvement of vulnerable and  
marginalised community members as participants, 

General Assembly members and Board members; 
and level of community engagement in internal de- 
cisions within the CBO and in annual planning 
processes. Five focus group discussions (FGDs)  
were conducted across the three CBO communi-
ties, involving a total of 44 women and 14 men. 

Background 
The AMENCA2 program recognizes that CBOs have 
great potential as models of good governance and 
hubs for people-led change. ICP’s capacity building 
program aims to build strong governance structures 
within the CBOs of targeted communities through 
enhancing constituents’ participation and promoting  
the responsiveness of CBOs to the needs and  
priorities of the communities they represent. Prior 
to the work of ActionAid and ICP, the management  
of CBOs were not proactive in seeking stake-
holders’ feedback or participation and often CBOs  
became merely an entry point for donors’ to access 
the community, a role which fostered a culture of  
complacency and lack of accountability. 

Through the AMENCA2 program, ICP and ActionAid  
have been applying a participatory capacity building  
approach including strengthening CBOs’ organisa-
tional systems; increasing CBO’s legitimacy through 
enhanced governance structures and greater  
community participation; and supporting the  
accountability and transparency of  CBOs. This work  
has increased the CBOs’ capacity to act as hubs 
for their communities. CBOs now work to increase 
the community’s awareness of good governance 
and their rights entitlements through gender and 
advocacy initiatives, and other rights awareness  
trainings as well as skills enhancement and income  
generating opportunities.  These renewed CBOs  
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have attracted many young people to participate  
as volunteers, a total of 148 across all 13 CBOs, 
101 of which are women. Women now comprise  
65% of General Assembly members on average  
across the 13 CBOs, and a number of CBOs 
have created women’s committees to increase  
registration of women participants. 

Findings 

Al Fajer Cultural Centre
ActionAid and ICP talked to 23 young community 
members (14 females and 9 males) from Al Fajer 
Cultural Centre in the village of Al Kom through 
two focus group discussions (FGDs). Since it 
was established in 2005, the Centre was heavily  
male-dominated and its main work involved  
undertaking recreational, cultural and educational  
activities in Al Kom village for male youth and  
children. However, after ActionAid’s and ICP’s 
partnership with the Centre, the CBO now  
encourages the involvement and representation  
of women. Al Fajer Cultural Centre in Al Kom now  
provides computer, gender and vocational  
trainings for women, and women have been 
involved in setting up the Centre’s strategy  
along with developing measurable bench-
marks regarding the targeting and involvement  
of women in CBO activities. The Centre reported  
enhanced enrolment of women as volunteers,  
General Assembly members and women’s  
committee members. For example, following  
the Centre’s women’s campaign and establish- 
ment of a women’s committee in Al Kom 
through the capacity building efforts, women’s  
representation on the CBO’s General Assembly  

increased from 12 to 40 members in just two 
weeks. Several young men stated change in their 
perception towards females’ participation and 
gender roles since the start of AMENCA2.

Sikka Women Forum Charitable 
Society
Whereas the Al Fajer Centre in Al Kom is traditionally  
male-dominated, the Sikka Women Forum  
Charitable Society was established in 2004 by  
activist women in response to the highly con-
servative, traditional patriarchal structures in their  
village that often denied them the opportunity and 
space to participate in the public affairs of the 
community. In a FGD conducted with 18 women 
in Sikka who have been directly involved in the 
planning of the CBO’s activities and targeted 
in the capacity building programs, one woman 
spoke of gaining the confidence to confront her  
father and take control of her own education. Her  
father had insisted that she study Arabic at university,  
regardless of her wishes, however, after receiving  
gender training and with the support of other  
women involved in the Sikka Women’s Forum  
Charitable Society, she was able to challenge him 
and determine her own course of study. Another  
woman involved in the Charitable Society reported  
that she had been hesitant to speak with men  
until she participated in volunteerism training  
and became a civil defence force volunteer 
which increased her confidence. Several women  
reported feeling comfortable expressing their  
opinion to men on issues such as inheritance 
rights for women and early marriage as a barrier to  
educational and job opportunities. 

Sureef Rural Youth Enhancement 
Charitable Society
The Sureef Rural Youth Enhancement Charitable  
Society has also broken down stereotypes of 
women. Previously women were not allowed to  
leave the house without being accompanied by  
male members of her the family, but now due to  
their involvement in the CBO they have a legiti-
mate reason to move around the village alone, 
and also mix with men in the CBO. One female  
volunteer of the CBO participated in an election for  
a university club, winning the most votes. The men  
in the club stated that both the President and 
Treasurer of the club should be males; she however  
confidently stated her ability to take on the role of 
President and claimed that she should take on the 
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role as she had won the most votes. She attributed 
this confidence to her exposure to new ideas in the 
CBO. 

General findings
In response to the women’s situations and re-
quests,  the three CBOs increased women’s ac-
cess to resources through the creation and  
fostering of income generating opportunities for 
women. After the project funded procurement  
of equipment and toys for the Sureef Rural  
Youth Enhancement Charitable Society kindergarten, 
it was found that seven of the 12 women interviewed in 
the Sureef focus group had been able to undertake paid  
employment outside the home due to the provision  
of high quality and affordable kindergarten and  
nursery services at the Society. One woman stated  
that she volunteered at the CBO through the  
volunteer program and received a reference for her 
good work which helped her to obtain a temporary 
job for an INGO program in the village. In the Sikka 
FGD, seven women out of the 18 participating in the  
session reported that they had been able to gener-
ate an income by selling their handicrafts through the 
Sikka CBO marketing networks, which ICP helped to 
establish. Another two women who are handicrafts 
trainers secured income for two months through pro-
vision of knitting and crystal design trainings. Addition-
ally it was reported that women in Sikka had organised  
themselves into a Savings and Loans scheme  
outside of the CBO, which had helped participants 
pay for their daughters’ university tuition, household  
debts and for other household necessities. The  
community in Al Kom stated that the CBO had raised 
the skill level of community members regarding  
livestock and milk production, and that one woman  
had undertaken vocational training in graphic  
design and obtained employment in Dura (a nearby  
village). In Al Fajer Cultural Centre in Al Kom one 
woman who participated in ‘library categorisation 
training’ provided by ActionAid obtained a tempo-
rary job as a librarian with the UNRWA employment  
program.

Listening to and involving women within CBO life, 
encouraged the CBOs to provide rights awareness 
trainings for women. This led to greater awareness 
of women regarding their rights and entitlements and 
increased their analysis and understanding of bar-
riers or obstacles that prevented them from enjoy-
ing their rights. In Al Kom, women reported mobilis-
ing or joining with other women to claim their right 
to freedom of movement and access to trainings. 
They stated that the presence of a library, internet 

and computer lab enables vulnerable people in the  
community to access information that help them de-
sign and pursue personal and professional develop-
ment opportunities. In Sikka, women reported becom-
ing more aware of their rights’ entitlements and feeling 
more confident and able. Following an awareness 
session provided by Sikka Women Forum Charitable  
Society regarding women’s rights to inheritance, 
the women agreed with the village Imam for him to 
discuss the issue in Friday prayers to raise aware-
ness at the community level and avoid the need for 
household-level confrontation.  Due to the CBO’s use 
of stakeholder consultations, participatory reviews 
of strategic and annual plans and regular reports 
to General Assemblies, FGD participants in Sikka 
reported that community expectations of the CBO 
had increased in the last two years as they were now 
considered more accountable and inclusive, leading 
the community to feel greater ownership and interest 
in the work of the CBOs. 

 

Conclusion
This case study found that three CBOs within  
ActionAid’s AMENCA2 program with strong  
community participation and which are responsive 
to community priorities can challenge community 
attitudes and transform women’s lives. The findings 
indicate that the case study hypothesis is valid and 
that greater participatory approaches and increased 
responsiveness to community priorities by CBOs 
does lead to increased empowerment of women. 
Women are able to take control over decisions 
that affect their lives, they are able to demand for  
services – including income generating activities –  
and rights, and have the skills and confidence to en-
gage with individuals and CBOs as equal members 
of the community. These changes at the community 
level demonstrate that capacity building of CBOs 
can be an effective tool for reducing vulnerability, and 
for facilitating an increase in social capital and com-
munity solidarity, which are intangible yet sustainable 
community-level changes. The need and rationale for 
integrating the human rights based approach is also 
clear, as capacity building of CBOs has demonstrably  
increased communities’ understanding of their  
entitlements and their ability to discuss their rights in 
private and public. While these findings demonstrate 
that the project’s working theory is viable, it also 
highlights the need for increased capacity building of 
CBOs to ensure that all 13 of those CBOs with which 
the project works are participatory and responsive to  
their communities.

“... the activities (...) 
have led to greater 
awareness of  
women regarding 
their rights and 
entitlements...”




